Find and color duck 鸭子 (yā zi).
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Match the animal character with its picture.
Color the characters and animals.

蛇 (shé)  
frog

青蛙 (qīng wā)  
rhinoceros

牛 (niú)  
snake

犀牛 (xī niú)  
cow
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Use your finger to trace the stroke order for snake 蛇 (shé).
Color in the character using crayons or colored pencils.

Use a pencil to practice writing snake 蛇 (shé).
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Help the hungry mouse 老鼠 (lǎo shǔ) find the cheese.
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Find and circle the characters for rhinoceros 犀牛 (xī niú).

Find all 10! Hint: They’re hidden ↓→
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cow 牛
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year of the ox

niú (neeyoh)
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wishing you prosperity

恭喜發財

gōng xǐ fā cái
(gohng she fah tsigh)
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